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LORD (ERIC A) r Tensors Relativity and Cosmology. Pp. 216, Tata- 
McGcaw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., New Delhi, 1976. Price Rs. 19.50. 

The general theory of reletivity, formulated by Eimtein in 1915, has 
occupied T. very specie1 position in. physics. Theoretical physicists have 
been f?.scinated by its eesthetic beauty end logic, expe~imental physicists 
have despeired at the magr.itude of the effects and Iaymer. have been per- 
plexed by its statement ?.bout the curvatule of the four-dimensional space- 
time. The developments i ~ .  cosmology hme revived the inter,est in the 
theory and the present book is a timely ace. 

A p r t  of the subject matter, namely, tensors, is taught to M.Sc. students 
of Mathematics and Physics in a limitec' way. The author h ~ s  stated from 
this point, viz.., the algebra of tecsors, to go into the elements of differential 
geometry i~cluding Riemannian geometry. This first p u t  of the book is 
r short mathematical prelude to the second and the third parts of the book, 
dealkg respectively with the specie1 and the general theories of relativity. 
While the special theory, Einstein's brainchild of 1905, could be taught with- 
out the full epprrztus of tensor analysis, the author has gone eheac' into 
matters like the Lo~entz group, spinors and the Lagrangean formulation. 
I r  these mxtters the compectrress 2nd the utility of the temor ana1ysis becomes 
ckar in ?. dramatic w?.y. The Lagrangean formulation is czrefully done 
with simple discussiors of the Yang-Mills field and the Noether's theorem. 

IF. the third pert of the book, occupying more than half of the book, 
the Einstein's gravitatioml field equations are first derived 2nd the post- 
Newtonim approximetions are discussed. The author then goes on to 
vaiious cosmological models of the universe. From here the develop- 
ments going beyond the Einstein field equations are taker up, especially 
the steady sbte cosmologies, the unified field theories and the scalar-tensor 
theories of gravitation. The author has skilfully prepared the ground for 
these developments, so that the plausibility of the theories is easily brought 
out. Admittedly in a hook of this siw one cannot go into the details of 
the recent speculations but enough is presented to enable an intelligent reader 
to follow the recent literature in this area without too much of difficulty. 
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In balence, whzt can o m  say about the book? It is a compact book 
to train young students of mathematical physics to eppreciate the 

current problems in relativistic cosmology. Indeed the book is based on 
a set of lectures given to the PkD. students in theoretical astrophysics and 
cosmology. In this task the book is fairly successful, although the student 
must put in a very substantial effort. The author h a  3 terse style, which 
would not be ina.pprop:iate i ~ ?  a set of lectures where the students cen esk 
for the details to fill the gaps. In e written book this b~inps some problems 
in f~llowing the text. Secondly ez.ch person has h i a  own bias in the choice 
of material. The revievver would have liked to see a discussion of gravit.- 
tionai waves, a matter cf cosmolo@cal significence and also an area of 
current interest in laboraioly-based expe~imente, tbanKB to the efforts of 
Weber, to test the general ti-eory of relativity and the cosmological ideas 
~egarding the structure of our galexy. Another item, the ieviewer wo~ ld  
have like to see, is the gr2vitational precession of dipoles, again a possible 
candidate for a laboratory-based test of relativistic eravitation. This effect 
was calculated first by Lens and Tbirring in 1920 and more completely by 
Schiffin 1961. The effect goes beyond the point mass test particles and con- 
cen.s the influence of space-time curvature on dipole test palticles. One 
would have likea a me~t ios  or this effect, p~ticulauly since the work of Kibble 
and Sciama on the gravitational interaction with spinning particles is mer- 
tioced in the book. 

The boolc has been moderately priced at Rs. 19.50, as a result of .fie 
support from the National Book Trust. 'Ihougn the M.Sc. students pill 
fmd it oeyoxd their reach, tne book would be welcomed by resenrch workers. 
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